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SUMMARY: Open+ implementation managers at 4 North American libraries were interviewed 
and asked to assess the impact of open hours on library staffing, infrastructure, and service 
capacity. These assessments have been validated by the Director of Open+ at Bibliotheca, Scott 
Hackstadt, in both public statements and a supplementary interview. All interviews were 
conducted by Matt Gunther, with consultation from Kristy Rieger.  
 
CONTENTS: INTERVIEW SUMMARIES / TRANSCRIPTION 

1. Pat Cannon, Patron Experience Supervisor -- Hennepin County Libraries, Minnesota  
2. Charles Pace, Executive Director -- Gwinnett County Public Libraries, Georgia  
3. Nancy Schram, Library Director -- Ventura County Library, California  
4. Sherry Fahim, Director of Digital Technology -- Hamilton Public Libraries, Ontario  
5. Scott Hackstadt, Director of Open+ -- Bibliotheca  

 
KEY QUESTIONS & FINDINGS: 
 
Q: Has Open+ improved service capacity at early adoptee branches? 
A: All locations report increased circulation and use of on-site resources as a result of Open+ 

implementation. All plan to extend open hours to other branches in their library system, but 
generally not to larger central branches, and not always via the Open+ system. Community 
responses have been overwhelmingly positive, despite some early concerns about safety, 
privacy, and changes for staff.  

 
Q: What has been done to ensure customer safety and confidence? 
A: All locations have adopted a membership model, whereby customers enroll and receive 

individual orientation to the Open+ system via individual meetings with library staff. While all 
branches have installed video cameras, some have also decided to hire evening security staff. 
Many have also installed special telephones that connect directly to staff at a central branch, 
such that a live staff member can be reached easily at all times. All recommend drafting a User 
Agreement policy for Open+ members, and also a plain language Privacy Policy addressing the 
library's use of any new surveillance technology.  

 
Q: Have open hours introduced new hazards? 

A: Theft is roughly similar during staffed and unstaffed hours at participating libraries, and no 
incidents of concern to safety or library property were reported. Customers may avoid 
“checking in” if others allow entrance, but interviewees report that this can be successfully 
discouraged during member orientation. Customer privacy is also a concern: most branches 
have restricted camera footage to local security teams and high-level management, and others 
advise new adoptees encrypt and store video files locally if possible. 

 
Q: How will Open+ impact staff? 



A: No locations have reduced staff hours; some smaller branches have instead increased staff 
hours to meet the greater demand for services after Open+ implementation. Open+ is normally 
combined with a self-checkout system, and the elimination of related clerical tasks has been a 
source of tension with staff and union groups. Managers report that this tension dissipates 
when the community responds enthusiastically to open hours, resulting in greater public 
support for libraries overall.  

 
Q: How else should libraries prepare for launch? 

A: Particularly where customers may not be accustomed to self-checkout, a period of staffed 
introduction to open hours may be advisable. Many locations install new locks on staff-only 
areas, and some arrangement of furniture may be needed to create wide sight lines for security 
cameras. If all or some part of the stacks will be made inaccessible for browsing during open 
hours, consider curating selections of new and popular materials in the Open+ space. Revisit 
systems for reserving meeting rooms where necessary, and consider making more workspace 
available to students and others who may use the library in new ways during evening hours.  
 

  



INTERVIEW SUMMARIES & TRANSCRIPTION  
 
 

1) Pat Cannon, Patron Experience Supervisor -- Hennepin County Libraries, Minnesota 
 

Pat is a supervisor of 33 staff members at the Ridgedale library, which is located in “a 
somewhat affluent neighborhood in Minnetonka”. HCL’s library service manager 
approached Bibliotheca about installing Open+ technology because the library portion of 
the county building was due to close for renovation, but patrons could still access other 
(non-library) areas, including a small room that could be used for Open+. Before the 
closure, the library moved about 1100 books through its reserve system each day, so the 
staff were optimistic that patrons would continue to use the system (particularly if they 
could extend unstaffed hours to before and after normal business hours).  
 
Bibliotheca completed their installation 2 months before the closure, which created a long 
window of time for staff to introduce the new space to patrons. In Pat’s opinion, this 
period was essential to the success of the unsupervised rollout (she suspects that a library 
in Eden Prairie that’s beginning its own Open+ service this month will struggle because 
they were not able to staff an introductory period). She notes that many patrons pushed 
back against the new system for different reasons, each of which was addressed with 
custom solutions: 
 

1. Mainly, skeptical patrons wanted to be able to communicate directly with a 
human if something went wrong with their reservation. The library responded by 
installing a phone in the Open+ space that would connect them directly with a 
librarian in the HCL system. 

2. Other patrons wanted to maintain browsing access, so the library responded by 
curating small collections of very popular resources in the space. These resources 
could be checked out without a reservation. 

3. The card scanners responsible for unlocking the space often misread patron’s 
library cards, but the library was able to resolve this with better signage  

4. Patrons wanted a place to pay their fines, so the library provided a dropbox for 
cash payment. 

 
Pat describes some initial skepticism amongst staff, as well:  
 

1. Many were concerned about theft, but this never became a problem. Pat is unsure 
whether to attribute this to the presence of surveillance technology, the library’s 
location on a building with otherwise active offices, or the neighborhood culture. 

2. Others worried that this would decrease employment opportunities, but Pat claims 
that workloads have actually increased as staff responsibilities have shifted. 

 
The Ridgedale library closure lasted 16 months, during which time use of the reserve 
system dropped from 1100 books per day to around 400 books per day. However, since 
the library reopened last year, circulation has returned to normal levels. The Open+ space 
remains open, but Pat says that the library plans to abandon Bibliotheca’s technology, 



which has already become obsolete (the company is reportedly not willing to make 
repairs to old equipment, and a new installation is cost prohibitive). Instead, they plan to 
leave the open space unlocked and accessible from 7:00 AM to 9:00 PM each day. She 
invites us to check back in 2-3 months when this has been completed.   
 

2) Charles Pace, Executive Director -- Gwinnett County Public Libraries, Georgia 
 

Gwinnett County Libraries serve a large and diverse base of customers in suburban areas 
northeast of Atlanta, where they currently have two of their largest branches utilizing 
Open+ (with plans to launch 3 more in the near future). Charles has served as ED since 
2013, and he stresses that the adoption of Open+ has been part of a broad effort under his 
tenure to introduce changes to make the libraries more efficient and engaged with the 
community. Their staff first explored Open+ in 2016 when the library’s existing RFID 
system needed to be replaced; at that time, they began exploring self-checkout systems 
and determined that their service desk had been made largely obsolete by these 
technologies. They completely removed service desks from their system, and replaced 
them with mobile carts equipped with tablet computers: this enabled staff to interface 
more directly with customers, but it also promoted use of the self-checkout system. 
Charles emphasizes that their later adoption of Open+ was greatly facilitated by customer 
experience and comfort using the self-checkout system. 
 
Initially the staff expressed some concern about changes related to the mobile service 
system and the subsequent adoption of Open+. To address this, the library sought help 
from outside consultants, including grief counselors who helped staff grapple with big 
changes in their daily work. Charles notes that many staff had become accustomed to 
“clerical work” at the service desk, whereas the new technologies introduced new kinds 
of “professional work” related to customer and community engagement. As a result of 
these changes, the library system has actually added 105 staff hours without hiring 
additional staff members, and their libraries have been nominated as one of the Atlanta 
metro’s “Best Places to Work” three consecutive times (as a result of employee 
satisfaction ratings in annual surveys).   
 
Charles suggests that Gwinnett County Libraries enjoyed a particularly smooth rollout of 
Open+ hours because both staff and customers have embraced broader changes. Their 
flagship branch in Lawrenceville is now open from 8:00 AM to 10:00 PM each day of the 
week. Those who visit during Open+ hours have full access to the library (rather than a 
sequestered room of reserve materials) and they have had no security incidents to date. 
Users must sign up for Open+ membership, and they receive a brief orientation from staff 
before they may begin use of the system. Access is restricted to customers aged 18 and 
over, and there is one security guard present during evening hours (not in the morning).  
 
Compared to other interviewees, Charles expressed greater optimism for the utility of 
Open+ at larger, central branches. He points out that Open+ members cannot enter the 
building without scanning an identification card, and he suggests that this small 
surveillance measure keeps customers accountable in the space. He suggests that there is 
no real upward limitation to the Open+ system based on branch size. However, he does 



point to hidden costs that may be prohibitive for smaller libraries; Gwinnett, for example, 
had to replace its doors and existing alarm system in order to support compatibility with 
the Open+ software.  
 

3) Nancy Schram, Library Director -- Ventura County Library, California 
 

In contrast to the Gwinnett library, Ventura is a small (5100 sq. foot) branch with just two 
meeting rooms and a private space for staff. The branch is brand new, and it was 
designed with Open+ access in mind: Nancy was able to order special low-reach shelving 
and install plenty of glass windows and doors that create long sight lines. However, the 
branch shares a building and common restrooms with a restaurant, and it had to take extra 
security measures to accommodate multiple points of entry. Nancy says that, early on, 
she would arrive at the library during morning open hours in order to watch customers 
entering the building (often from a car she parked across the street); she reports that 
Open+ users took appropriate precautions to ensure that nobody entered the building 
without scanning their ID card.  
 
Nancy reports that the primary users of Open+ seem to be seniors, and she remarks that 
they have been particularly enthusiastic about the installation. Within one year of launch, 
Ventura became the second busiest branch in its library system. Nancy says that she 
heard almost no concerns from the community; rather, the most skeptical stakeholders 
were staff who wished to protect customer privacy. This concern drove a change to the 
library’s privacy policy, which now addresses surveillance and other issues around 
Open+ explicitly. Nancy enlisted the help of staff who were most concerned about 
privacy; they were charged with researching best practices and with contributing to the 
drafted policy document. She also reports that the local Service Employees International 
Union supported the launch of Open+, in large part, because management committed to 
maintaining existing staff hours. While some tasks have been automated by Open+ (e.g. 
locking doors and asking customers to leave at closing time), Nancy believes that daily 
tasks for staff remain largely the same.  
 
Nancy mentions that she regularly fields calls and emails from libraries around the 
country who are contemplating Open+ or some other version of the “open library” model. 
She predicts that it will soon become a standard practice for libraries throughout North 
America, provided that adoptees continue to build safe and accessible spaces where 
possible. 

 
4) Sherry Fahim, Director of Digital Technology -- Hamilton Public Libraries, Ontario 

 
Hamilton Public Libraries include a mix of 22 urban, suburban, and rural branches 
varying widely in size. Sherry and other administrators first began exploring Open+ in 
response to a round of closures that impacted several of the system’s smallest branches. 
Their goals were to sustain their smallest remaining branches by regularizing hours as 
much as possible throughout the week.  
 



Sherry stresses that her staff laid the groundwork for open libraries in a few ways: first, 
they had experimented with unstaffed hours at several larger branches without Open+, 
choosing instead to replace evening staff with a contracted security team. Second, they 
had already adopted RFID and self-checkout at all locations. Third, the library system 
had conducted community outreach campaigns (including the creation of library “maker 
spaces”) to signal their embrace of a progressive attitude toward technology, in general. 
Because the library had already taken these and other small steps, Sherry reports that they 
considered offering open hours without Bibliotheca’s involvement: the company had yet 
to open a market in Canada, and Sherry felt that a less-polished access system could be 
built with existing resources. However, Bibliotheca’s technology has worked seamlessly, 
and it has facilitated open hours at very small branches where security staff would be cost 
prohibitive.  
 
Sherry mentioned that customers initially expressed a concern that automation would 
eliminate staff jobs that were highly valued by the community. However, because the 
open hours require at least one half-shift of staff labor each day, Sherry reports that staff 
at small branches have been asked to increase their weekly hours (from 16 hours over 6 
days to 20 over 7 days). She also reports that the open model has been embraced by the 
local service workers union, likely because management has taken steps to prevent the 
devaluation of staff labor. Like Hennepin County Libraries, Hamilton installed a direct-
line telephone that customers may use to connect immediately with staff at a central 
branch during open hours. Sherry believes that this and other small steps helped to signal 
that Open+ would become a “virtually staffed model, rather than a staffless model”.   
 
Sherry also emphasizes the importance of planning for customer privacy. Hamilton 
drafted a custom User Agreement for Open+ members, and they also updated their 
privacy policy prior to rollout. This includes specific information about the staff who can 
access video footage, and about the library’s policy against remote file storage. However, 
Sherry suggests that neither privacy nor security have been major issues at the small 
branches where Open+ has been installed; rather, she believes that the close relationship 
between staff and customers helps to ensure a sense of intimacy and ownership over the 
space that is shared by all. By contrast, Sherry is highly skeptical that the “open model” 
will become feasible at larger central branches, where customers remain largely 
anonymous to staff.  
 
Still, like Nancy, Sherry predicts that open libraries loom as the next “big thing” for 
libraries in North America. She recommends that adoptees work closely with staff and 
union groups to communicate about concerns around automation and the value of staff 
labor. Meanwhile, Hamilton Libraries are planning to move forward with open hours at 
several branches in the near future; while Open+ has proven useful at small branches, 
Sherry expects most branches to utilize camera systems and security staff where possible.  
 

5) Scott Hackstadt, Director of Open+ -- Bibliotheca 
 
I have transcribed an interview I conducted with Scott below, but he has also other relevant 
questions in Bibliotheca webinar videos. An example can be found at:  



https://www.gotostage.com/channel/d6d63cf3c7a44b469c1c4d9c44f03e33  
 
Bibliotheca first became involved with open libraries in Scandinavia, where they purchased a 
company called Cordura. Why do you think the open model originated there? 
 

● Unlike Germany and the UK, which devote relatively little public money to public 
libraries, Scandinavians have a long history of funding small, neighborhood branches that 
serve a dual role as centers of community and local politics. When technology made it 
possible to extend service hours at these smaller libraries, there was very little reason not 
to do so.  

 
Beyond Open+, does Bibliotheca offer products that are designed to make libraries in North 
America more like Scandinavian libraries in that regard? 
 

● I travel a lot, which means I work remotely or in coworking spaces all the time. My 
dream would be a product (similar to Open+) that would make library spaces accessible 
to subscribers who may not even live in the community. In fact, we have an app that 
could one day serve that very purpose. But generally, I don’t think that Open+ is 
responsible for changing the way library spaces are used (here or in Scandinavia); the 
value that different societies place in public libraries is about more than technology. 

● I should mention, we also have something similar to Amazon Lockers called Remote 
Locker, which is a way for libraries to distribute materials at drop locations in their 
service area. All of this is helping to modernize existing services, rather than changing 
what libraries fundamentally do. 

 
When you hear skepticism from communities that are considering Open+, are changes in library 
services the main concern? Are people worried about what’s happening to library staff? 
 

● I talk with union representatives quite a bit about the “slippery slope” toward unstaffed 
libraries. In fact, circulation has increased across the board for libraries that have adopted 
Open+, simply because the library becomes available at regular, predictable hours that 
work well for people with busy schedules. When that happens, citizens pressure public 
officials to extend support for their library because the library becomes even more 
important to their community. Often times, Open+ libraries actually find that they have to 
increase staffed hours, and it becomes easier to ask for that when the community is 
asking for it.  

● I do hear pushback from unions where staff would prefer to work from behind the service 
desk, and that is something that changes with self-service checkout in general. Overall, 
staff in open libraries perform less clerical work, and more professional work where they 
might be engaging more directly with community services.  

● The other concern you hear about all the time is safety, particularly at night. The big 
trend I see in open libraries is that many branches are deciding to hire a security guard to 
help with closing and to get people out of the building. That’s often cheaper than having 
library staff on hand, and it’s also part of a larger trend where libraries across the country 
are hiring security to deal with more and more loitering, violence, and theft.  

 



Do the safety concerns make Open+ more feasible at some types of libraries compared to others?  
 

● I’m still working on my answer to that. We’re seeing early adopters that are less urban 
and maybe a bit smaller than central libraries, but it really depends. The main thing is 
whether management are forward-looking about technology as a way to extend hours and 
make libraries more and more relevant.  

● If you pressed me, I might say that a library bigger than 20,000 square feet might push 
the limits of what a surveillance system can do. Still, it’s more about sight lines than 
anything.  

 
Is privacy among the concerns you’ve heard? Most of the management I’ve interviewed has 
mentioned that it’s particularly important to update privacy policies. 
 

● Yep, definitely. But that issue is really tied to the fact that libraries everywhere are 
beginning to install camera systems, if they haven’t done so already. I would be shocked 
to find a library over 5,000 square feet without a camera system 10 years from now. 
That’s just where society is going: everything is on camera, there’s not much you can do 
about it. 

 
Some of the librarians I’ve talked to suggested having a community discussion about privacy at 
the library in conjunction with the rollout of Open+. I guess I’m wondering what you think about 
that idea. 

● I’ve seen that kind of thing, and it can be a good way of making people feel heard, but I 
don’t in terms of the privacy policy, itself, I don’t think community input is going to 
matter. Frankly, when I’ve seen people raise those concerns, it’s always someone over 
the age of 55 or so; people under 30 don’t seem to care much about how their privacy at 
the library is affected one way or the other. What do you think? Do you see the same 
thing?  

 
I don’t know. Maybe people under 30 don’t use the library or aren’t involved in those 
community conversations, but I do think they care about digital privacy. I was looking at some 
survey data the other day about a question related to how local governments use Google map 
data; people my age will often say that they’re opposed to that kind of thing. 
 

● I think there’s a difference in a person’s expectation for privacy in a personal space, at 
least compared to what they should expect in a public space (like a library). Actually, the 
problem we’ve encountered is that libraries want even greater levels of surveillance than 
we can provide, rather than less. Just for example: Kent Libraries in Grand Rapids, MI 
recently finished an installation of Open+ without our camera system because they 
wanted to use one that had facial recognition capability, such that they could get an alert 
when someone who shouldn’t be at a particular location arrived unexpectedly. That’s 
something we can’t get into. But, as liability continues to increase, I really think there’s 
no question that library surveillance is going to increase rather than decrease. 
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